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Creep-ZitTM Male Threaded Flex Tip LS-81-026 CZFT

Creep-ZitTM Male Threaded Magnetic Bullnose Tip & Compass LS-81-125 LZBNC

Creep-ZitTM 6 ft x 1/8” Male Threaded Mesh Pull Sock LS-81-128 DTS

Creep-ZitTM Male Threaded Screw On Ball Chain LS-81-305 SBTM

Creep-ZitTM Male Threaded Screw Tip LS-81-307 CZST

Creep-ZitTM Drag-Zit Magnet Male Threaded Connector Tip LS-81-360 CZD

CREEP-ZITTM THREADED CONNECTOR
WIRE RUNNING ROD SYSTEM

Creep-ZitTM Accessories

This tip provides a bendable 4” extension for your 
rod that can be bent at an angle or in an offset 
configuration, used when a straight rod might hang up. 

This special bullnose with magnet is used in conjunction with 
the included compass to accurately locate the rod in insulated 
walls with moisture barrier or blown-in cellulose. Locate the tip 
of the rod before you drill a hole.

This non-conductive pull sock works like a “chinese finger 
trap” to cover and securely pull wires up to one RG6 or 
equivalent in size. 

This male threaded screw-on tip has 12” of ball 
chain. This tip, when inserted into a wall or cavity, 
easily retrieves a magnet or hook.

This tip is designed to screw between multi-
conductor wiring and water tubing.

Compatible with both the Creep-Zit rods and the Grabbit telescoping 
poles (with included adapter). This handy tip is helpful in crawl spaces, 
ceiling spaces and other hard to reach areas.
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Creep-ZitTM CZAD Adaptors (3 pack) LS-81-361 CZAD

Creep-ZitTM Heavy Duty Magnet Tip LS-81-362 CZHDM

Z-Tip Threaded Push/Pull Connector LS-82-350 ZTIP

Large Z-Tip Threaded Push/Pull Connector with 8/32 LS-82-355 ZTIPL

Large K-Tip Threaded Push/Pull Connector with 8/32 LS-82-365 KTIPL

J-Tip Threaded Connector Hook LS-82-370 JTIP

Large J-Tip Threaded Connector Hook with 8/32 LS-82-371 JTIPL

 CREEP-ZITTM THREADED CONNECTOR ROD SYSTEM Accessories

These adaptors convert our standard J-Tips and Z-Tips 
for use with all threaded Creep-Zit rods. Without these 
adaptors, regular J-Tips and Z-Tips can only be used 
with the Grabbit family of telescoping rods. 

Super heavy duty magnet threaded for all our 
Creep-Zit rods.

The unique inside knife edge securely grabs and holds wire while 
the outside “V” can be used to push or lay-up wire. Comes with 
adaptor to work with all threaded Creep-Zit rods, without the 
adaptor, this tip fits all Grabbit telescoping rods.

This unique K-Tip is perfect for pushing and pulling wires. Has a 
hole drilled in one end for additional security in pushing wires/ 
Threaded to fit the Creep-Zit rod only. (Not for use with Grabbit 
telescoping rods.) 1” wide x 3.25” long. 

Uncoil coax or other cable.  Use this tip for retrieving wire from 
a distance or retrieving metal fish tape. The J-Tip is compatible 
with both the Creep-Zit threaded rods (using included adaptor) 
and with the Grabbit telescoping poles (without adaptor).

The same as our regular J-Tip except that it is threaded for use with 
Creep-ZitTM rods only. (Not for use with Grabbit telescoping rods.)

The unique inside knife edge securely grabs and holds wire while 
the outside “V” can be used to push or lay-up wire. Threaded to fit 
the Creep-Zit rod only. (Not for use with Grabbit telescoping rods.)


